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The article analyzes the new roadmap 
for Turkey after the summer 2011 
elections as not a “resumption” of 
unfinished business from the last nine 
years, but from the perspective of the 
ability of Turkey’s ruling party, the 
AK Party, as well as the opposition 
forces and actors to “transform” 
some anachronistic features of the 
dominant politics as well as deal with 
troubling new trends in society. The 
AK Party governments made progress 
in many areas by pushing forward a 
series of far-reaching reforms which 
have genuinely changed Turkish 
politics. However, Turkey under AK 
Party rule includes a society which 
has failed to shed its extreme hostility 
toward different ideas, identities and 
values. Moreover, current opposition 
parties and movements in Turkey 
continue to be weak in imagination, 
vision, capacity and leadership, 
which have led to rigidities and 
even deeper political divisions. More 
importantly, the new government will 
have to create new possibilities out of 
its past failures and turn paradoxes, 
contradictions and ambiguities in 
politics and society, in the country 
and in the region, into positive 
achievements.
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I 
f each government that came to power 
after the elections were required to give 

itself a name to epitomize its political roadmap 
in the term lying ahead, this post-2011 elec-
tion AK Party (AKP) government would prob-
ably like to describe its new term as “change 
with politics as usual” to reveal the paradoxes 
of its conception of “change” for Turkey: in 
the last nine years in office, the party has been 
responsible for accelerating democratization, 
reshaping the structures of the traditional 
Kemalist power centers, including the higher 
administrative courts and the military; reduc-
ing the role of the “secular” establishment led 
by the heavy-weight military in Turkish poli-
tics, thereby passing the psychological thresh-
old of fear of the Kemalist tutelary institutions; 
turning Turkey into a model in the region, 
friendly to Islam but distant from militant 
jihadism; and achieving better public services 
and a general degree of economic stability and 
prosperity. The election showed how much the 
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country liked that change; however, the 
paradox may be that, as many fear, the 
prime minister’s governing may change 
little in the next four years.

True enough, the government’s forte 
is the electoral support that emerged after 
the elections: the AK Party increased its 
votes by 5 million and 4 percent from 
2007, bringing it from 46.6 percent to 
50 percent of all the votes counted in the 

country; it came in first in 71 provinces; and it won a majority of the seats in 
the parliament. This is no surprise: popular readiness for further modernization 
and reform was already foretold by the victory of the “yes” vote in the historical 
referendum of September 12, 2010 on the government-sponsored constitutional 
amendments that were in line with accession terms to the European Union (EU). 
Thus the 2011 elections could go down in history as ushering in a “spectacular” 
third term for the AK Party and its leader, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, who established 
himself as the most successful popular leader in the country with a clear mandate 
to oversee major changes to the future shape of the Turkish republic. 

But what are the chances of this taking place and what are the perils? This article 
will discuss the politico-social forces contravening and also positively intervening 
in the presumably new political agenda of the AK Party for the next four years. 
More importantly, this article looks at the AK Party’s new roadmap for Turkey not 
as a “resumption” of unfinished business from the last nine years, but from the 
perspective of the ability of Turkey’s political class, including the opposition forces 
and actors, to “transform” some negative new realities and set the country on an 
inventive new course which will address genuine social and political challenges. 

But first, irrespective of who the leading actors in politics are, what are the 
most obvious objectives for the new government to achieve? Some of the major 
priorities that come to mind are focusing on an emancipatory new constitution; 
continuing to hold the center in Turkish politics, a position held by the AK Party 
as evidenced from its 50 percent share of the vote; expanding individual freedoms; 
completing civilian democratic control of the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF), which 
has already lost some of its old power and privileges through no cause of the 
political class but through its own misdeeds; developing a Kurdish agenda which 
should now include some form of power-generating mechanisms; working for 
peace both in the narrow (the Kurdish issue) and broader senses (in the Middle 
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East region); and reinvigorating Turkey’s 
EU accession bid.  

However, and this is where the great 
paradox lies, even as AK Party govern-
ments have made progress in many 
areas by having pushed forward a series 
of far-reaching reforms that have genu-
inely changed the contours of Turkish 
politics, the overwhelming electoral and moral support given to the governing 
party through the local and general elections in the last nine years may not be 
sufficiently strong to resolve deeper problems and start a “New Deal” for Turkey. 
None of the positive qualities of the AK Party rule, its popularity, its resilience in 
office, its achievement of enviable economic growth and stability, its making the 
country an influential player in the region and on a global scale, the absence of 
the Islamization of the state, and its successful management of a broad coalition 
of liberals, Muslims, businessmen and Kurds has until recently, together or alone, 
been able to create a realignment of the central fault lines around the idea of full 
democracy and the need for a process of “scrapping the old deal and building a new 
one” in the last decade. 

Among the many fault lines that exist in the country, the most fundamental 
one is the division around the Kurdish nationalist movement and its shifting nar-
ratives, agendas and struggles over identity rights, its models of local and national 
democracy, and peace. The other fault line is the “for” and “against” positions 
on the “secular” establishment’s beliefs, canons, and dreams about Turkey; and 
the last central fracture line is the realignment around the ruling party on the 
one hand and its so-called “secular” opponents on the other. None of these fault 
lines is unitary and monolithic, but they are well organized and members all share 
broad objectives and have a huge capacity to reproduce rigidity. Reformist politics 
have failed to change social behavior and mindsets that have driven the animos-
ity and confrontation against “the other” entrenched fault lines in contemporary 
Turkish politics. Nor have they been able to substantially diminish or restructure 
the power relations and connections within ethnic identity fault lines so as to 
introduce durable incentives for a non-violent resolution of the Kurdish conflict. 
Similarly, the social and political change achieved so far does not carry sufficient 
momentum to end the thinly disguised discourse of disdain, suspicion and hatred 
of the “secular” opposition over what it describes as the AK Party’s “secret agenda” 
or authoritarian impulses. Nor have they helped turn the AK Party into a party 
which is unconditionally friendly with movements and actors based on rights, 
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pluralism and freedom of expression. An accountable public bureaucracy, includ-
ing the democratic control of the no longer all-mighty TAF high command, has 
also not been fully reached. 

In the months since the June 2011 election, violence in the southeast has 
exploded and polarization and partisanship based on “secular,” “ethnic Turkish/
Kurdish” and “AK Party” affiliations have not been altered. Nor have they been 
muted. A rights-based discourse to end the corrosive Kurdish-Turkish state con-
flict has been shoved offstage and in its place has come a particularly nasty strain 
of a “military solution” with an unfortunate resonance within society and causing 
anxiety among liberals, anti-militarists, and intellectuals, both Kurdish and Turk-
ish. Worse, the broader social war in society against the Kurds seems to get uglier 
and uglier. The racism that was at the core of the exaltation of Turkishness (which 
underscores the importance of Article 301 of the Penal Code which criminalized 
the simple insult to Turkishness) is back and it is more mainstream than ever.

Enduring Soft-Flanks 

It is almost a cliché by now that buried under the major fracture lines and the 
AK Party’s policy reforms is a corrosive power struggle to redefine the real param-
eters of Turkish politics. The question still remains: can the AK Party muster suf-
ficient power and ideas in its new term to emancipate itself (and the populace) 
from its tendency of fragmentary and inconsistent reform while attacking the 
forces and actors of the status quo? Even when we fully acknowledge the ruling 
party’s achievements, the fact remains that reforms often avoid open challenges 
to the existing system and even sometimes make U-turns to align with the agents 
of the secular establishment. Situating the Kurdish question within the broader 
umbrella of Islamic solidarity so soon after the “opening”-like initiative in the 
region went afoul is more depressing evidence for a politics of evasion even when 
a different approach was advocated. Although the ruling party can now rely on its 
own media, capital, social networks, intelligentsia, associations and think tanks 
to reverse the rules of the established political game in Ankara, there are still rea-
sons to think that its agenda continues to include a rights-liberties-democracy 
discourse not as a choice but as a result of circumstance.  

The Predictability of the Opposition as a Problem

Prime Minister Erdoğan’s huge popularity and one-man rule have shaped and 
limited the posture and reaction of the organized fault lines that include the oppo-
sition parties, the Republican People’s Party (CHP), the Nationalist Action Party 
(MHP), and the Kurdish nationalist Peace and Democracy Party (BDP). Politics 
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of division would be a positive thing in 
terms of constraining the undemocratic 
tendencies of the ruling party. Anticipa-
tion of the scope of the opposition might 
encourage the AK Party to take more 
conciliatory lines on issues such as wear-
ing the headscarf in universities which 
works in its favor in the long run. But 
more often than not this has only led to 
a more confrontational line from the secular opposition, like the extremely tense 
clashes Turkey lived through before 2007 between the “secular” groups and AK 
Party loyalists. Similarly, it is intriguing to observe that the Kurdish BDP’s oppo-
sitional politics seem to have veered away from a peaceful narrative—although it 
still sticks to it as unconvincing lip-service even while by default standing by the 
mindless violence of the PKK (Kurdistan Workers’ Party) at a time when the coun-
try is almost holding its breath to see what positive new steps the newly elected 
government is going to take regarding the Kurdish issue. 

The opposition may even make some superficial sense in closing and opening 
new “fronts”: until 2008, the secular CHP based its opposition to the AK Party 
on what it alleged was the party’s long-term plan to establish an Islamic state, but 
since then it has switched to accusations of authoritarianism, increasing corrup-
tion, and meddling with the judiciary. The opposition’s alignment with a coup-
planning military and its advocacy for its impunity, however, do not bear well on 
any of the allegations it directs against the ruling party’s authoritarian tendencies 
simply because this support itself speaks volumes for the opposition’s true concept 
of Turkish democracy.  

If one of the clichéd—but correct—attributes of a mature democracy is the effec-
tiveness of its political institutions in channeling conflicts into policy outcomes as 
opposed to promoting or perpetuating open confrontation, the other must be the 
commitment of leaders and institutions to those ideas and ideals that can be turned 
into policies. Current opposition parties and movements in Turkey, even after the 
summer elections of 2011, continue to be weak in imagination, vision, capacity 
and leadership which have led to rigidities and even deeper political divisions. 
True enough, a culture of opposition devoid of credible alternative ideas to rebuild 
competent and democratic politics with the only constant being the parties’ link 
to strong leaders has worked in AK Party’s favor so far. But for all their superficial 
common sense and political expediency, there are more things wrong with Turkey’s 
opposition parties than their ideational and leadership weaknesses.

The opposition is transfixed 
in a predictable politics of 

“accusation rhetoric” with little 
willingness to comprehend, 

analyze, and act on the issues 
confronting them
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The CHP, MHP and BDP frustrate Turkey’s democratic development by 
depriving the public of an open discussion of real issues with clarity, self-convic-
tion, intellectual commitment and readiness to take the risks to resolve them. As 
a result, polar opposite positions, vicious splits and reprehensible violence in the 
country reproduce themselves year in and year out with limited or no capacity on 
the part of the prominent opposition actors to genuinely listen, learn, identify and  
understand their  intricacies  critically and in depth. It is next to impossible to see 
a leader in Turkey take “unconventional” questions from the press or legislators 
and answer them in depth, either impromptu or otherwise. Nor is it possible for 
these leaders to get engaged in any analytical and compelling public discussions 
with each other and thrash out vital ideological or policy points. The opposition is 
transfixed in a predictable politics of “accusation rhetoric” with little willingness 
to comprehend, analyze, and act on the issues confronting them. 

One might argue that this type of oppositional politics that is characterized by 
complete disingenuousness is not atypical of democracies in the 21st century, as 
evidenced, for example, by the one-sided voting on all major issues by Republicans 
and Democrats under the Obama Administration. But two qualitative areas of 
difference exist in Turkey. The first is a lack of institutions and traditions that con-
tinuously promote transparency and practically require candidates and politicians 
to answer questions in debates and open forums not just as part of the election 
campaign but as an ongoing process. The second is the clear, out-of-bounds area 
of support of Turkey’s opposition for non-legitimate political institutions, such as 
the military, within any governmental or democratic context. Combined with a 
political tradition which allows for few true meeting points between ideological 
cleavages and differences of views, and little or no built-in consensus-seeking and 
power-sharing mechanisms, the CHP, BDP and MHP also turn into creatures of 
habit isolated from reality and boxed into “white or black” demagoguery. 

The failure to distinguish between truth and illusion for Turkey’s political par-
ties is at least partially, if not totally, a function of a systemic dysfunction which 
shapes the behavior and policies of actors. The resulting mindset obscures a real 
appreciation of the complexity of issues and forces the players to take sides on 
key national issues simply by identifying themselves with what “the other” posi-
tion/identity does not advocate. Opposition to perspectives of “the others” entails 
adopting a “predictable” oppositional position and not taking a thoughtful or 
moderate posture sometimes agreeing with and surprising the other side. 

Not that this is new in Turkish history, the absence of a democratic propensity to 
accept diversity and differences institutionally, morally and unconditionally, cou-
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pled with the emphasis of Turkish pub-
lic philosophy on a “secular” unity have 
made such deep inroads into minds and 
psyches almost impossible. Even those 
who have their hearts in the right place 
in terms of being anti-militarist, anti-
patriarchal and supportive of democratic 
procedures tend to get edgy and doubt-
ful when they see the (Kemalist) ancien 
regime which embodies the opposite 
canons crumble. This is what is happen-
ing with regard to some liberal-minded 
groups’ positions on the Ergenekon or Sledgehammer cases in which many mili-
tary and civilian actors are being tried on charges of plotting a coup against the 
government.1 Even though the charges are not even denied by the former chief of 
general staff, retired General Isik Kosaner,2 mainstream “secular” society refrains 
from endorsing a condemnation of the illicit activities of the TAF. 

Similarly, even with the flare up of violence in the summer of 2011, the elected 
Kurdish deputies of the BDP continue to do what they have always done in the 
past: asking for an immediate end to the TAF’s operations in the region; express-
ing their demands for a peaceful resolution of the conflict and restoration of 
democracy;3 and more significantly, tacitly hoping that the Turkish public accepts 
the BDP as a party which cannot afford to oppose the PKK and Abdullah Ocalan  
whose resort to coercion, cruelty and control over their constituents is on par 
with that of the state’s. The Democratic Society Conference’s (DTK)4 declaration 
of democratic autonomy for the region on the same day that the PKK killed 13 
soldiers in Silvan, Diyarbakir, is a repeat performance for at least one fracture 
within the PKK for whom habitually, politics is as usual. 

It is claimed that during the election campaign, none of the contesting political 
parties focused on the expected or achieved “Islamization” of Turkey, contradict-
ing their former portrayal of the so-called Islamist threat as an existential issue. 
This is often cited as evidence of the “secular” bloc forfeiting its apocalyptic fears 
or hostilities against the other half of the population. It is true that the “secular” 
opponents of the party also admit that under AK Party rule they have not gener-
ally seen much Islamization of the state. This admission reflects the party’s drive to 
position itself in the center of Turkish politics—part of the key to its success. How-
ever, the point to note here is that perhaps it is precisely this success in taking and 
holding the middle ground of the political spectrum, confirmed by the AK Party’s 
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durability in office as well as its domination over the government, parliament and 
the presidency—the levers of power—which seems to be a bigger concern among 
“secular”-ists than that of creeping Islamization.

Simmering Anger and Segregation in Society 

It is not just that some in the secular bloc still suspect that the AK Party, despite 
its moderate façade, has a hidden Islamist agenda that will contaminate “secular” 
politics and Turkish identity sooner or later, and that the AK Party is moving to 
introduce a presidential system because Prime Minister Erdoğan wants to assume 
the presidency at the next opportunity to make his rule unconditional. Looking at 
the world through “secular”-reactionary lenses certainly oversimplifies the prob-
lems and acts as an effective smoke screen which prevents fundamental analy-
sis and the resolving of political problems buried within this divide. However, 
what is even more serious is the everyday implications of this way of looking at 
realities from people on either side of the divide. There is plenty of sense in being 
alarmed about the fact that Turkey’s society has failed to shed its extreme hostility 
toward different ideas and values under the AK Party rule. There exists a hold of 
a racist/fascist cult in the minds of ordinary Turks who voice reprehensible views 

The 2011 elections could go down in history as ushering in a “spectacular” third term for the AK Party 
and its leader, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, who established himself as the most successful popular leader in 
the country.
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about Kurds, Kurdish political players, 
and their demands. The republic’s unof-
ficial and veiled discrimination against 
Kurds has turned into an overt and ugly 
brew of reactionary discourse in large 
pockets of the metropoles (which have 
sizeable Kurdish populations) that taps 
into ethnic Turkishness and economic 
distress (although to a lesser degree than 
in Europe). This reaction is reinforced 
by the demise of the AK Party’s Kurd-
ish reform initiative, the “Kurdish Opening” in 2009, following a conservative/
nationalist backlash.5

The political class has contributed to the emergence of this vicious and para-
noid sentiment on the street against “the others”—predominately against the 
Kurds but also including women, Alevis and other Muslim groups—by seeking to 
harness what they consider the “nation-loving” conservative forces to consolidate 
power. The ruling party itself has completely ignored or not intellectualized the 
roots of this new genre of fascist sentiments which remain fixed in a national-
ist, authoritarian, and conservative vulgar dogma or morality.6 All in all, it does 
not seem to be an exaggeration to suggest that the least impressive gains were 
made in the social realm in Turkey in the last nine years, in terms of liberalizing 
and softening of mentalities and attitudes. Instead, engagement with the idea and 
practice of true equality and emancipation are rapidly eroding in an increasingly 
segregated society. 

The AK Party as a Problem

It would be correct to say that the Erdoğan government has not fared well in 
areas of freedom of expression and press. Since spring 2007, access to around 6,000 
internet sites, including Youtube and numerous pro-Kurdish and pro-Christian 
websites, have been blocked due to allegations of “anti-Islamic” propaganda and 
insults against Turkishness under the notorious Article 301 of the Penal Code. 
In this regard the Erdoğan government is losing a public relations battle with the 
West and its major media networks that are sensitive to violations of press free-
doms and regularly expound on the situation in Turkey instead of the positive 
democratic initiatives, which hardly appear in the Western mainstream media.

Moreover, it is not hard to observe that democracy is an “instrumental” strat-
egy by the ruling party. However, it is not equally easy to claim that the party 
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has a totally undemocratic and “funda-
mentalist” agenda. The AK Party has 
been forced to defend itself against a 
broad-based “undemocratic” assault 
by the secular institutions that have 
included attempts to stop the presiden-
tial election of 2007, to close the party, 
to have the Constitutional Court over-
turn bills passed by the parliament on 
shaky grounds, and efforts by senior 
members of the military, together with 
state bureaucrats, right-wing intellectu-

als, and journalists, to stage a coup and to overthrow the government through 
illicit and unconstitutional means. The government’s compromises, U-turns, and 
sometimes unprincipled-seeming behind-the-door negotiations with establish-
ment interests are premised on its belief that state institutions have a historically 
sacrosanct status and that therefore open conflict with state institutions may not 
play well on the street.

For instance, the leadership would have preferred to let the TAF high com-
mand enjoy a high degree of autonomy rather than having to reshape the role and 
mission of Turkey’s politically proactive military itself.7 What brought the gov-
ernment’s action on were the officers’ excessive steps against the AK Party them-
selves. The fact that the AK Party governments were compelled to do something 
about the military does not show that they view effective governance through the 
expansion of democracy—which includes freedom from a politically powerful 
military—as the real touchstone of popular will. Nor does it show any intellec-
tual preparation and awareness that the TAF’s hegemonic role can be addressed 
through a “democratic control” that transcends bureaucratic mechanisms of over-
sight and adopts a more inclusive approach that promotes the participation of 
the Ministry of Defense, the parliament, and wider sectors of civil society in the 
debate on defense and security. However, when actions had to be taken in the 
summer of 2011 (see below) in the aftermath of the elections, prominent figures 
in the party leadership rose to the occasion and adopted a range of radical reforms 
falling under the rubric of democratic civilian control.8 

Melting Rigidities 

Against this background, something “good” has been in the air of Turkish poli-
tics since the September 2010 referendum: there are a number of factors—some 
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seemingly negative—that are working as 
catalysts for making Turkey an economic 
and regional powerhouse as well as focus-
ing on substantive democratic reforms 
that can close the huge gaps between the 
different parts of society in the next four 
years. There is a sense of empowerment 
on the part of the ruling party as well as 
a palpable enthusiasm that has created a 
popular expectation of “something big” to come to refashion relations between 
the old-guard/state bureaucracy and the political class. It is tempting to assume 
that this new popular disposition to more democracy is a powerful incentive for 
a more radical “paradigm” change of the republic. However, the majority of Turks 
are also aware that it makes more sense to have some key changes in the manner 
politics is conceived and conducted than a sweeping change in the foundational 
philosophy (Kemalism) of the regime overnight. In making a difference in the 
ways in which Turkey’s major fault lines are managed, in other words, the burden 
of selective change shifts to those political actors in power and aspiring to come 
to power. 

A Democratic Melting Away of the Military Tradition? 

The conflict between the Erdoğan government and the military, which consid-
ers itself the spearhead of the Kemalist camp, had entered a new phase long before 
the summer 2011 elections. But after the elections, the government has gained the 
key advantage of being given a new lease of life by the electorate which is likely 
to protect it from any immediate overt or covert strategic moves by the military. 
The immediate post-election dispute centered on the military promotions process 
which was due to get under way at the beginning of August 2011 with the meet-
ing of the Supreme Military Council (YAS). The military top brass was unhappy 
that many of those currently under investigation over the Ergenekon case would 
be passed over for promotion. Matters appear to have come to a head with the 
public prosecutor issuing a warrant for the arrest of the head of the army in the 
Aegean. Chief of the General Staff (CGS) General Kosaner complained that he 
was no longer able to protect officers under his command, and he and the three 
force commanders resigned. 

However, the silver lining is that the YAS meeting did not result in a radical 
showdown between the military and the government as some had feared, and 
neither did it lead to mass resignations from the TAF. The transition following 
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the resignations of the CGS and the 
commanders was smooth. More contri-
bution to achieving normalcy has come 
from several recent developments and 
trends which suggest that even as the 
weight of the past within the military 
and its supporting coalition endures, 
other dynamics are emerging and trans-
forming the military to some extent. The 

recent YAS meeting represents an important break with the military’s tradition 
of being vocal, assertive and arrogant in dealing with elected civilians. The rea-
sons for this shift lie in the dead-end situation the military finds itself in: EU 
reforms indirectly or directly have affected Turkey’s security culture and have 
worked against the role of the Turkish military. Lack of popular consensus to 
change the government through military means has already affected the military 
and has been instrumental in ensuring the leaking of documents to the media. 
The resulting media attacks on the TAF’s own blunders, misdoings and failures 
in the conduct of the war in the southeast against the PKK, no doubt encouraged 
by their lack of accountability, have added impetus to the decline of the TAF’s 
organizational unity, reputation, credibility and capacity to counteract against 
any civilian action. 

Needless to say, the true decline started with the revelations of the Ergenekon 
arrests and the ongoing trials of active duty and retired officers. The Ergenekon 
affair has underscored the intensity of animosity against the AK Party government 
in the secular establishment and its determination to use extra-legal means against 
it if necessary. It has represented the changing relationship of power between the 
state and the society/political class and has acted as a catalyst for greater recogni-
tion of the “military factor” and the culture of security in Turkish politics.9 With 
the emergence of tape recordings of former CGS Kosaner admitting unprofes-
sional behavior both in the battlefield and in politics, the public is left with no 
doubt that Ergenekon and Sledgehammer are not fictitious and that we may have 
not yet seen the end of them. 

However, a note of caution is in order: The recent moves of the high com-
mand do not indicate that the spirit of resistance within the old guards against a 
government they very much dislike has ended, or that the military is downsiz-
ing politically on its own volition. Nor do they indicate the establishment of full 
democratic civilian control of the TAF by the government as yet. The civilians have 
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not made the constitutional and legal 
changes necessary to fully depart from 
Turkey’s undemocratic past in which 
military involvement in the political pro-
cess has been the norm. Yet the moves 
do show that the Turkish military is also 
at a crossroads.10 The fact that it cannot 
be expected to play a political role like a 
political party by offering “better” poli-
cies than the AK Party government com-
pels it to reduce its ambitions to simply 
“wishing” for a different electoral out-
come. It is possible to claim that the army has lost its sense of unity, dignity, esprit 
de corps, discipline, and focus.

Ergenekon has also helped open the doors for an even broader and bolder 
public debate and for legislation on past killings and irregularities by the “deep 
state.” The list of issues discussed in public is long: the size and professional stan-
dards of the army; the transparency and accountability of military expenditures, 
procurement, threat perceptions, force deployment, and strategic planning; man-
datory conscription; and the subjection of military personnel in peacetime for 
crimes under the Code of Criminal Procedure, including coups d’etats, to trials in 
civilian courts. As for senior promotions, the government has ended the practice 
of the TAF high command imposing its own list of promotions and retirements 
by suspending three generals from their duties for suspected ties to an early coup 
plot. 

The AK Party’s Propensity to Let Ambiguities Live

The AK Party’s capacity to challenge or threaten established interests seems to 
be limited by its expediency-based traits. However, there is another facet of the 
party which probably contributes to moderation and a sense of “normalcy” in the 
political spectrum: its propensity to secularize religious life11 by removing reli-
giosity from religious content and identifying it with political partisanship. True 
enough, this has been acknowledged and treated as cutting both ways: for some, 
the strong political link between Islam and political leadership is bad news be-
cause it has had a conservative effect on society in terms of reawakening religious 
values and rituals, thereby endangering secular-modern lifestyles. For thoughtful 
analysts, however, the experience of Kemalist secularism has had a direct effect 
on the creation of a “power-oriented Islamic movement which shows secondary 
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concern for creating a political language 
for Islam. This is strongly related to the 
continuing weakness in the intellectual 
roots of Islamism.”12 Moreover, for this 
reflexive genre of scholarship which ex-
amines the relationship between power 
and conscience, the secularizing impact 
of being powerful, rich and socially re-
spectable has caused “a certain loss of an 
Islamic vocabulary and ethos among the 
Islamist circles” amounting to “impov-
erishment.”13 This is not to say that the 

impoverishment perspective does not acknowledge the new interactive and trans-
formative discourse of the party which embraces pluralism, democracy, human 
rights and offers a sobering critique of the essentialist and dogmatic aspects of 
Islamism.14 

Looked at from a more positive viewpoint, for those who do not see the world 
through the tabloid press and “opinion” pieces in the media, the suspicions, dis-
comforts, and fears that the public visibility of an Islamic identity in the “secu-
lar” public realms evoke among the “seculars” in Turkey are the results of a passé 
and narrow intellectual vision of politics and religion which cannot move beyond 
squeezing life-styles into Islamist and “secular” boxes. The missing component 
here has always been the positive aspects of the ambiguous situation in which 
Muslim men and women find themselves in terms of wanting to live in multiple 
worlds or amalgamations of Islam, non Islam, Western, modern, political and 
spiritual.15 This reality disturbs both traditional Muslim and secular modern-
ist social groups, but the AK Party leadership should be given a huge credit for 
addressing the “real” issues of democratic daily life by enabling this “ambiguity” 
to be lived. 

The process of empowering those conservative men and women who were 
historically in the shadows of life and politics is also the story of enabling them 
to live in multiple environments and settings with their multiple commitments 
and networks. This has definitely improved the bargaining position of not only 
Muslim women and men but other political, cultural and ethnic minorities. But 
more importantly, the ongoing process of creating a more liberated existence for 
Muslim identity has highlighted the weaknesses in the way the “periphery” has 
been conceptualized in either “resisting” or “being co-opted” by center-driven na-
tional politics and discourses. The lived-in experience of Turkey’s ruling party has 
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shown that there is another option for 
the so-called peripheries: re-appropriat-
ing and shaping “the national” through 
interactions between the political center 
and the local spaces at the macro and mi-
cro levels of social life.16

Turkey’s establishment upholds a dis-
course of secularism that, by not going 
beyond the nebulous separation of reli-
gion from politics, the “wall metaphor,”17 
actually depends for its existence on what 
it denies rather than what it itself is. Perry Anderson captures this link between 
the rigidity and “intellectual thinness” of Turkish secularism brilliantly when he 
characterizes secularism as an “ersatz religion in its own right”18 which “has never 
been truly secular” even when apparently at fever pitch.19 In a sense, by highlight-
ing the complicated interface of Islam and secularism, the AK Party experience 
has brought to the fore and provided a much-needed corrective for the simplistic 
and misleading assumptions about the secular-religious divide which have conve-
niently obscured the importance of interplay and integrations.20  

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s popular support and appeal goes beyond the dedi-
cated followers of past Islamist movements and has spread among big business 
elites, emerging capitalists, the urban underclass, and liberals and Kurds, espe-
cially after the fading of the EU flagship project. Thus, the Prime Minister’s nine 
years in office have actually sown the seeds of practical and potential coexistence 
of Muslims and non-sympathizing seculars who share common, mutual, similar 
and reconcilable goals related to the pursuit of a free and happy life liberated from 
aggression, poverty and absolutism. That the ruling party’s political project car-
ries some potential to close the gap between the cracks in politics as well to push 
back against those who would protect the fault lines to keep their own power is 
expressed in its commitment to do it through a new/democratic constitution that 
takes care of individual rights and freedoms including religious freedom in pub-
lic life around a pluralistic community rather than state-centered concerns and 
limitations. 

To achieve this historical integration process, over the last nine years the AK 
Party has also left its own identity deliberately ambiguous. Abandoning explic-
itly Islamist politics in characterizing itself as “conservative-democrat” yet keep-
ing some affinity with Islamist ontology, the party has conveniently wed populist 
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reformism with conservative sensibilities shaped by capitalist consumerism.21 
Rather than consistently and clearly reproducing a past tradition, the party lead-
ership has relied upon vagueness, contradictions and inconsistencies of “life” itself 
as the sources for the creativity and energy for their policies. The fuzziness of the 
AK Party’s profile has been criticized for undermining its capacity and will to 
challenge established interests in a clear and consistent way. This is true, yet this 
has developed in parallel with the need to prove to the Muslim masses that this is 
a can-do government that enables all citizens to share a global discourse of “better 
living” and does not limit their existence to a cultural and social ghetto where a 
radical and egotistical tradition prevails. 

The Kurdish Issue as an Opportunity Window 

Since the elections, there have been hints of a radical rethinking  regarding 
the Kurdish conflict, even in the mainstream Kemalist opposition, as a zero-
sum game, i.e., Turkey would absolutely lose if Kurds were given greater rights.22 
Nevertheless, the sudden revelation of state officials “negotiating” with the jailed 
leader of the PKK, Abdullah Ocalan, and the PKK’s launching of attacks against 
the TAF in the region, killing soldiers and undermining its leader and the negotia-
tion process, has helped the conflict pass important thresholds in the post-election 
era: first of all, there is now the growing consensus that politics as usual, that is, 
a security-minded one-state solution, will inevitably lead to two states which the 
proponents of the former dread.  Much more significantly, the most potentially 
mould-breaking development in Turkey today is the awareness that the “peace-
democracy-end-of-violence-unity-fraternity” clichés have obscured the debate 
over the real options to the two-state model and outlived their practical utility. 
Likewise, the futility and redundancy of the idea of separating the Kurdish ques-
tion from the PKK issue, which had occupied Turkish thinking for the last 30 
years, is gaining more acceptability.23 More importantly, the idea is growing that 
the only graceful exit from the stalemate is neither a “one-state, one-nation” for-
mula nor a “two-states, two-nations” one. Turkey is being pulled toward a new 
formula in which “bi-national, one-state” arrangements/solution will allow for 
expanded rights to the Kurds in some form of local autonomy, breaking away 
from the centralized bureaucracy in Ankara to allow for educational, cultural and 
moral zone of freedom. This is still very much a work in progress that it is hoped 
will be carried out in conjunction with a new constitution.

Secondly, the Kurdish movement has reached some critical thresholds as well, 
and being able to openly oppose violence as a method for separation has now 
become a feasible option for some groups within the movement. In addition, 
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whether right or wrong, widespread 
Turkish criticism of impotency, inconsis-
tency, inarticulateness, hypocrisy, irre-
sponsibility and lack of inventiveness—
read as politics-as-usual—of the BDP in 
failing to free Kurds from the grips of 
terrorism has made the BDP emerge in 
a new light as an actor of its own. It is no 
longer an actor that is taken for granted 
as being under the domination of the 
PKK and showing its  predictable “reactions” to the central government. Relent-
less criticism of the BDP is in fact a tacit admission that it is a hugely important 
actor and that it cannot delay making clear choices. Nor can it fall short of being 
a genuine voice for the Kurds and creating its own inventive mechanisms to do 
so. It seems that the BDP has come to the end of its usual balancing of separatist 
impulses and democracy-loving rhetoric.24

Also, a range of actors both from the left and the right have been brought 
together since the July 2011 elections to agree on “cleaning Turkey’s own house” to 
ensure that the Turkish state is made livable for all races, cultures and ideologies. 
This indicates the need for a larger project, hammering out a new constitution—
not plugging some holes in the old one—in which the language and spirit of rights 
are integrated into all aspects of life, at all levels, within all traditions, ethnicities, 
religions and institutions. 

Most of all, there is a heightened sense that the Kurdish identity has hard-
ened its boundaries and has turned into a more self-enclosed and power-seeking 
agenda group so that various groups in the movement do not feel shy to instigate 
violence regardless of Abdullah Ocalan’s own roadmaps. Turkey’s rethinking of 
the Kurdish question now includes an awareness that a transition from a rights-
based discourse to a power-claiming/sharing one puts the burden of innovative 
thinking about “power-generating” models not just on the Turkish side but also 
on the Kurdish side. In addition, the integration of expanded rights for Turks 
and Kurds into a democratic order should go hand in hand with coming to terms 
with the past and clearing the psychological landmines that have been laid in the 
society. 

Continuing restrictions on the expression of a Kurdish identity and the 
remarkable zigzags in Erdoğan’s rhetoric, which sometimes recalls the hawkish-
militarist stance of former prime ministers like Suleyman Demirel, Tansu Ciller 
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and Mesut Yilmaz, have not been help-
ful. Nor did the Kurds gain much from 
the AK Party’s own balancing acts—read 
as politics-as-usual—between sustaining 
its strong electoral backing amongst the 
Sunni Kurds in southeast Turkey while 
also retaining support among more con-
servative, nationalist sections of Turkey’s 

population. True enough, however, the AK party has thus far been the only one 
to “successfully” challenge ethnic-Kurdish parties for popular support in the 
southeast and to elect a sizeable number of its deputies from the region. But in its 
last electoral lists, it did not include many ethnic names from the region. Mostly 
focusing on religion and Turkish nationalism as the key binding forces, the elec-
tion manifesto of the AK Party as well as Erdoğan’s speeches made pointed ref-
erences to the “non-existence of the Kurdish question.” These are discouraging 
facets of the ruling party expressing its pragmatic, conservative, non-intellectual 
and shopkeeper outlook which we hope are left in the past.

The Rising Popular Practices of Otherization in Daily Life: 
Opportunity Windows?

Significantly, the aspiration for a more democratic redefinition of relations in 
society25 resonates in the streets, in the metropoles and small towns, among men 
and women, Turks, Kurds and Alevis; and even among (some) military personnel. 
The threshold of a new awareness seems to have been reached that if democracy is 
not redefined, the mediocrity, hatred, bigotry, paranoia and narrow-mindedness 
that the Turkish system produces in societal, cultural and political life could not 
be transcended. In the new agenda for change, “big” concepts like justice, integ-
rity, diversity, and equality seem to be articulated with the recognition that if small 
people, i.e., the “bullies” in politics, society, community, neighborhoods, family, 
schools, military and other institutions, are not faced up to, the overt hostility 
and discrimination against women, Kurds, minorities, the headscarved, Alevis, 
homosexuals, and intellectuals might tear apart the fragile but ongoing consensus 
developed to date. 

Not only statistics but an anecdotal view of the society confirm  that irrespec-
tive of the secular-religious and Kurdish-Turkish divides, life-threatening con-
servative interventions seem to have impinged on women’s roles and lives in 
many ways. Gender-specific threats and violence at home have reached epidemic 
dimensions26 while figures show that women’s employment is falling.27 Based on 
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a range of factors that influence or indicate the status of women in a society, such 
as maternal mortality rates, adolescent fertility rates, percentage of seats in par-
liament, population with at least a secondary education, labor force participa-
tion rate, contraceptive prevalence rate, antenatal coverage of at least one visit, 
and births attended by skilled health professionals, in 2010 Turkey ranked 83 on 
the United Nations Development Programme’s 2010 global Gender Inequality 
Index—third to last in the group of countries with “high human development,” 
and six places down compared to 2008.

Surrounding the escalating violence on women there is a growing paradox 
regarding women’s lives. It is true that this violence is connected to the grip of the 
patriarchal ideologies that dominate the mindset of Turkish men as well as to the 
lack of a properly functioning police and justice system, although, ironically, since 
1999, Turkey has achieved numerous and voluminous legislative reforms under 
the chapter heading of Justice and Home Affairs to align with the EU.28 However, 
the secularizing/modernizing policies of the AK Party governments have defi-
nitely played a significant role in the rise of a new “non-compliant” woman type 
who “won’t do” with the continuing patriarchal traditions at home and is ready 
to escape, circumvent and confound the mistreatment and injustice suffered at 
the hands of their husbands by demanding divorce. The explosion of “impatient” 
women who have broken the hold of a rigid conservative patriarchal ideology at 
home and in the work place, and who speak across the boundaries of men-women, 
headscarved-uncovered, and the modern-conservative divide is an indication of 
the shifting social and moral landscape in Turkish society and perhaps an inspira-
tion for political actors to start to rethink the impact of modern changes on the 
lives of women. Clearly, there is an urgent need to be aware of the counter-currents 
trying to turn the clock back to a time when women were more pliant, spiritual 
and tolerant. The next four years should be about drawing a roadmap for creating 
new spaces for women with greater self-consciousness and self-confidence to live 
as they see fit.

Women’s participation in the work force and society in general has declined 
despite the dynamics and processes associated with the AK Party’s modernizing 
practices. The increasing marketization and downsizing of the economy, discrimi-
nation (to both uncovered and headscarved women from both “secular” and reli-
gious employers), and the rising appeal for women to stay at home for conserva-
tive as well as economic reasons (the lack of affordable child-care services offered 
by the state) have worked against the transformative politics and perspectives in 
the country. Turkey’s already poor record of political participation of women may 
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have superficially increased in parlia-
ment29 but if this fact alone had a posi-
tive impact on women’s lives, the above 
picture would not have emerged.

It is important to remember that the 
boundaries between “us” and “them” 
in Turkey in the last nine years have 
increasingly included women as “them.” 
The disempowerment of some groups of 
women has, needless to say, gone side 

by side with empowerment of some others depending on their ethnic, religious, 
social class backgrounds. What seems to play a key role in the declining fortunes 
of women is the lack of a broad-based women’s organization representing the 
cross-political and ideological interests of women.30 This absence of alliances and 
links between women of all groups concerned with women’s status indicates that 
in Turkey’s pretty robust process of democratization, women are at worst forgot-
ten actors, at best losers. 

Conclusion: Summer 2011 as a Point of No Return to Status Quo Ante

In its first two terms in office, the AK Party government felt the pressure of a 
number of socio-political cracks in the country, the republican dogmas of the sec-
ular elite, the interventionist mentality of the military, the suspicions of intellectu-
als, the zigzagging support for the government in the business, and the increas-
ingly vocal renunciations on its reformist political agenda. In the still-developing 
post-election era, there is a more heightened public awareness, critique and antic-
ipation regarding the fundamental issues waiting to be resolved, not in the ways 
they were managed ad hoc in the past but in sync with emerging new realities. 
This fact alone points to a need for all actors, including the opposition forces in 
the country, to adopt a fresh perspective in assessing and restructuring the major 
fault lines in Turkey. The impending sense of unfinished business on the part of 
the AK Party government also gives hope that in the new agenda for change the 
reform priority of the next four years will not be politics-as-usual. 

The opposition is also at a crossroads: to only make leadership changes (like 
the CHP) while everything else stays the same does not play in the streets. In fact, 
together with the trigger-happy instigators of the conflict that keeps flaring up in 
the southeast even when there is a truce, superficial changes and rhetoric work the 
other way in terms of creating urgency and intensity for wishing to see “something 
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radically different” in place of familiar faces, repetitive rhetoric, business-as-usual 
attitudes and clichéd ideas. New realizations, aspirations, and trends in the coun-
try also stem from Turkey’s new found ambition to project Turkish power across 
its borders for regional stability and as a credible example of democracy for Egypt, 
Tunisia, Syria and Libya. To be congruent with that image, the need for a political 
shake-up that would transform societal and political realities and the remnants of 
the old order seems to be more intense and urgent.

Those opposition actors which collude with old power centers, be they left-
wing, right-wing, secular, or Turkish/Kurdish nationalists, stand in sharp contrast 
to the vitality, urgency and inventiveness of the new popular critique of the past. 
They also impose limitations on the transformative role the AK Party can play 
in the next four years. The actors of the ancien regime are seriously in need of a 
shake-up to question their heritage, intellectual preparedness and responsibility 
in making a New Deal. 
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